
ENGLISH (COMPULSORY) F 01 A 
[According to the syllabus of 2023]JSC 

Time— 1.2 hour 
Full Marks – 50 

Subject code: 107 
 

[N.B-The figures in the right margin indicate full marks.] 
 

Part: A [Seen Part]  
 

Read the passage below and answer the questions 1 & 2  
Oxygen and the air pressure are always being monitored. In the event of a lack of oxygen, an oxygen 
mask will automatically appear in front of you. Pull the mask towards you and place it firmly over your 
nose and mouth. Secure the elastic band behind your head, and breathe normally. If you are travelling 
with a child or someone who requires assistance, secure your mask on first, and then assist the other 
person. Keep your mask on until a uniformed crew member advises you to remove it. In the event of an 
emergency, please assume the bracing position. That is, lean forward with your hands on top of your 
head and your elbows against your thighs. Ensure your feet are flat on the floor. 
A life vest is located in a pouch under your seat or between the armrests. When instructed to do so, 
open the plastic pouch and remove the vest. Slip it over your head. Pass the straps around your waist 
and adjust at the front. To inflate the vest, pull firmly on the red cord, before you leave the aircraft. We 
remind you that this is a non-smoking flight. 
You will find this and all the other safety information in the card located in the seat pocket in front of 
you. We strongly suggest you read it before take-off. If you have any questions, please don’t hesitate to 
ask one of our crew members. We wish you all an enjoyable flight  
 

1. Choose the correct answer to each question from the alternatives given and write the 
corresponding number of the answers in your answer script.                   1x7=7 
                                                                                 
a) The word pouch means ________ 
   i) box                      ii) bag                       iii) basket                      iv) trolley  
 

b) A passenger can pull on the _____________ cord to expand the vest.  
   i) yellow                    ii) red                           iii) green                 iv) blue   
 
 

c) Which statement is correct?   
   i)   A life belt is kept in a pouch under the seat.         ii)  A life guard is kept in a pouch under the seat.  
   iii) A life jacket is kept in a pouch under the seat.     iv) A life support is kept in a pouch under the seat.  
 

d) Oxygen mask is kept ____________ the passengers.  
   (i) behind   (ii) before   (iii) with   (iv) beside  
 
 

e) There are more than two emergency exits in the aircraft. Here 'exits' means ____________  
   (i) doors   (ii) departures   (iii) windows   (iv) seats  
 
f) The phrase ‘in the event of’ means ____________  
   (i) if something happens    (ii) in lieu of                (iii) if something carries   (iv) instead of 
 
g) To inflate the vest. Here To inflate is ____________ 
   i)  gerund                     ii)   present participle                    iii)  past participle                         iv)  infinitive  
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2. Answer the following questions from your reading of the above text.          2x4=8                             
a) When will an oxygen mask appear before a passenger? 
b) Where is a life vest located? 
c) How can a passenger open the vest? 
d) What should a passenger read before take-off? 
 
3. Read the following text and fill in the gaps with appropriate words.               1x5=5 
It was Sunday. Mita, Zara, Jhumona Islam and Mazharul Islam (a)__________ up very early. They quickly 
got ready and (b)__________ for Tha Kha floating market. They (c)__________ to have breakfast at the 
market. They reached the market place sharp at 7. The canals were (d)__________ with coconut palm 
trees. They hired a boat. The boatman started to row slowly (e)__________ them to the centre of the 
market. 

 
Part: C [Grammar Part]  

 
4. Transform the following sentences as directed.             1x5=5 
(a) We know that industry is the key to success. (passive)  
(b) I eat only one item for lunch. (Negative)  
(c) Life is nothing but a walking shadow. (Interrogative)  
(d) He leads a very unhappy life. (Exclamatory)  
(e) Bangladesh is one of the poorest countries of the world. (positive)  
 
5. Rewrite the following passage in the reported speech.                  5       
“Porter, you may go,” said the mistress of the house, laughing. “You have gained your freedom,” “By 
Allah,” he replied. “I’ll not leave the house until I have heard the stories of my companies.” 
 

Part: D [Writing Part] 
 
6. Imagine you are Rohit / Rita. You have a friend named Samin / Samina. Now write an e-mail to your 
friend informing him/her about what you intend to do after Annual Examination. The e-mail can be sent 
to sambd007@gmail.com.        [ISC]           10 
 
Imagine you are Rohit / Rita. You want to travel Thailand. Now write an e-mail to a travel agency to book 
an air ticket. The e-mail can be sent to zayantravel@gmail.com.    [VNSC] 
 
Imagine you are Rohit / Rita. You have a friend named Samin / Samina. Now write an e-mail to your 
friend inviting him/her to attend a picnic with you. The e-mail can be sent to sambd007@gmail.com.     
[MMSC] 
 
Imagine you are Rita. You have a friend named Samina. Now write an e-mail to your friend 
congratulating her on her brilliant success. The e-mail can be sent to sambd007@gmail.com. [MGGHS] 
/[RPLSC]  
 
Imagine you are Rita. You need some books to buy. Now write an e-mail to a publications for ordering 
some books. The e-mail can be sent to nabadutpublication@gmail.com.   [MGBHS]  
 
Imagine you are Rohit / Rita. You have dropped a cheque. Now write an e-mail to the manager for 
cancelling the cheque. The e-mail can be sent to eblmanager007@gmail.com.  [NISC]  



Imagine you are Rohit / Rita. You have a pen friend named Sam who lives in London. Now write an e-
mail to your friend about your country. The e-mail can be sent to samel007@gmail.com. [SGHS] 
 
Imagine you are Rohit / Rita. You have a pen friend named Sam who lives in London. Now write an e-
mail to your friend about how you celebrated the last victory day in your school. The e-mail can be sent 
to samel007@gmail.com.         [WLFSC] 
 
Imagine you are Rita. You have a friend named Samina. Now write an e-mail to your friend how you 
would spend the vacation. The e-mail can be sent to sambd007@gmail.com.   [SBSC]  
 

7. Suppose you are Rohit / Rita. Your friend is Samin / Samina. Now write a dialogue between two about 
the importance of reading newspaper.  [MGGHS] / [ISC]                             10 
 
Suppose you are Rohit / Rita. Your friend is Samin / Samina. Now write a dialogue between two about 
the importance of physical exercise.   [NISC] / [VNSC]  
 
Suppose you are Rohit / Rita. Your friend is Samin / Samina. Now write a dialogue between two about 
an exciting cricket match.    [MMSC] /[SBSC]   
 
Suppose you are Rohit / Rita. Your friend is Samin / Samina. Now write a dialogue between two about 
you preparation for JSC Examination.   [MGBHS] 
 
Suppose you are Rohit / Rita. Your friend is Samin / Samina. Now write a dialogue between two about 
the importance of tree plantation.   [SGHS] 
 
Suppose you are Rohit / Rita. Your friend is Samin / Samina. Now write a dialogue between two about 
road accident between you and your friend.  [WLFSC] 
 
Suppose you are Rohit / Rita. Your friend is Samin / Samina. Now write a dialogue between two about 
the benefits of early rising.    [RPLSC] 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 


